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Abstract - A ramp mobility aid, which is transport aid means for city ramps, makes mobility for ramp possible by making easy 
to install mobility device. The purpose of this study is to prevent safety accidents by assuring safety when door is opened with 
installation of switch on door of driving part and by installing switch on safety handle making transport started only after user 
grips handle with his/her both hands. By designing passenger compartment and driving part for the idea, it is expected to 
expand welfare facilities and enhance quality of life of the elderly and infirm and the mobility handicapped.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
There are steep sloping roads around the city. It is 
quite difficult for the elderly and infirm to travel steep 
sloping roads. Especially, even though a lot of seniors 
are living in old downtown areas, there are only a few 
related welfare facilities.[1,2,3] Korea is joining the 
ranks of advanced countries but welfare facilities of 
Korea are poor compared to theirs.[4,5] As aging 
population is spreading now world widely, it is needed 
to aid mobility of the elderly and infirm as the first step 
of welfare facilities expandation. Especially as for 
ramps with higher than 10° slope, it is even hard for 
adult man to climb.  
 
If majority of ramp pedestrians are the elderly and 
infirm, it is urgent to introduce welfare facilities that 
can aid their mobility. Therefore the purpose of this 
study is to improve quality of life and city image by 
increasing access to old downtown areas which were 
hard to access and aiding ramp mobility of the elderly 
and infirm and citizens by developing ramp mobility 
aid. And this study is focused on making possible to 
travel ramps easily by installing mobility device as 

transport aid means to city ramps and solve problems 
of inconvenience when traveling ramps by developing 
riding type mobility device. 
 
II. CONTENTS OF STUDY 
 
Since installation section is small, Figure 1 shows 
initial modeling of rail and modeling was conducted 
adopting method that spur gear of driving part moves 
engaging with rack gear after installation of rack gear 
at the middle. Also method that fixes rack gear to the 
ground by mounting work after installation of rack 
gear at the middle was adopted and auxiliary wheel 
kept overall balance on mounting. 
It was concluded that it is inefficient for moving 
auxiliary wheel on mounting to keep balance in the 
initial modeling. Accordingly, first design was 
modified. It was unnecessary for rack gear to be in the 
middle for transmission of power and balance keeping 
part was installed to side of the honeybee type rail 
leading to keep overall balance. Risk of overturn was 
also reduced since auxiliary wheel moves winding side 
rail. 
 

 
Fig. 1 Rack Gear Covered with Rack Gear & Mounting. 

 
In the blueprint of Figure 2, auxiliary wheel is fixed to 
the spindle of upper side of the rail which reduces 

distortion and moves winding rail. Figure 3 is a 
modeling of rack gear and spur gear which is the part 
that directly transmit power at the driving part. Initial 
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modeling fixed rack gear by covering it with mounting. 
At the time of initial design, rack gear was fixed by 
being pushed with mounting. Here, however, fixing 
between rack gear and ground could be a problem. 

Thus a means that fixes rack gear directly to the 
ground was needed. The problem could be solved by 
getting rid of mounting and installing auxiliary rail 
and wheel.  

 

 
Fig. 2 Rail and Auxiliary Wheel 2D Modeling. 

 

 
Fig. 3 3D Modeling of Rack Gear and Spur Gear

 
Stress was concentrated on periphery of the wheel which is a supporting point and the maximum stress was 
17.8MPa. Safety factor calculated by yield strength was 14.5 which was considerably stable.  
 

 
Fig. 4 Stress Analysis of 800N. 
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Figure 5 shows stress analysis when weight of 1200N 
was applied assuming the situation that an adult rides 
with loads. Just like Figure 4, stress was concentrated 
on periphery of the wheel. The maximum stress was 
measured as 25.7MPa around the wheel and safety 
factor calculated by material's yield strength was 9.72. 

It is considered to be stable compared to regularly 
proceeded design that sets up stability factor of 
structure as 3. As a result of analysis of 2000N weight, 
the maximum stress was 41.4MPa and stress was 
concentrated on wheel under all of the three 
conditions, especially on fore wheel more than on back 
wheel.  

Fig. 5 Stress Analysis of 1200N
. 

Figure 6 indicates simulation conducted after initial 
modeling of ramp mobility device. Safety rod that can 
prepare for car crash and so on was needed since 
running gear was installed next to the roads. And if 
driving part of mobility device is lied under the ground, 
damage by rain, snow, soil or sand is caused which 
leads to difficulty of maintenance. Therefore mobility 
method using two rails was studied.  It was designed to 
control speed applying inverter composed of ahead  
 

stage, astern stage, forward backward deceleration to 
driving part by chain mobility method. Mobility 
device was made to be unmovable with any operation 
when door is opened by installing switch on door in 
order to secure passengers' safety. And it was designed 
to prevent safety accidents caused by a quick start and 
so on by making transport started only after user grips 
handle with his/her both hands installing switch on 
safety handle. 
 

 

 
Fig. 6 Mobility Device Simulation. 

 
Power for driving part was a motor of 1 horsepower 
and three-phase induction electric-powered. It has 
brake and is driven on rail. Total travel and width of 
designed mobility device was 100m and 800mm 
respectively. And it was driven maximum speed of 
30m/min. Driving part moves applying chain and rail  

 
to floor surface of mobility device and winding wire 
connected to upperpart and underpart with chain. 
With this driving system, when device was driven, 
chain gripped wire increasing frictional force and 
preventing passenger compartment from slipping. 
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Fig. 7 Detail Drawing of Driving System. 

 
CONCLUSION  
 
As a result of stress analysis, it is concluded that the 
device is stable structurally when weight of an adult 
man and loads are loaded and when more than two 
people use it considering actual users' age group. 
Since stress is concentrated on the front, 
transformation between wheel and rail should be 
considered when driven. 
If technology of this study is developed to enlargement 
and miniaturization, it will be helpful not only to 
mobility of people but also to transport of objects. Also 
it is expected to increase access of old downtown areas, 
improve quality of life of the elderly and infirm and 
citizens and help mobility of the mobility handicapped 
by expanding welfare facilities. 
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